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LET RETURN PHYSICAL NATURE TO PHYSICS  

Till now, “A new way for Physics” has presented oneself before the public for 2 years 

from the time of first publication on my Vietnamese blog
*
; for a year from the time of 

publishing the book
**

 and a half year from the time of publication on my Russian blog
***

. 

It’s nothing to say on the Vietnamese blog, because it only has some users and dozens of 

comments – everyone is also due to “bread and butter”, so they are not willing to care 

about scientific researching without any benefits. However, it’s different from the Russian 

blog. Despite launching a year later, it has several thousands of comments. Having both 

praise and blame, however blame is very little (only counted on the fingers), most are 

encouraging, thanking and even not lack of “fans” (it’s likely that the translated version of 

texts has overcome the “language barrier”). Yet, maybe most of them are “amateurs”, or 

pupils, students… Whereas the Russian “formal” physics world within a scope of the 

“academic” class is still indifferent and stands outside like that is in our Vietnamese 

country! 

What happened? Why is “A new way” absent of “heroes, masters” from everywhere? 

“healthy thought” reminds that it is necessary to review at once! 

 - Or this is crack-brained “way”, even the most trivial “scholars” are enough intelligent 

not to “throw himself/herself in danger spot”. 

 - Or “maybe all the world is drunk but only me”, complained with himself an Eastern 

philosopher at that time.  

Thinking by methodology of the dialectical materialism made the author really worried 

and the result is to write this essay like a “narrative” to find myself a new approach, but 

not to hope someone by chance to read and “disabuse”. Don’t care the accuracy of “A 

new way” (it means that whether “we sober” or not?), let’s rethink whether current 

physics is considerably worthy to pursue or not? (It means that whether “the world” is 

really “drunk” or not?). First of all, we need to focus on two areas: firstly, who is the 

“world” here? Secondly, what is the “drunkenness”? 

Before Maxwell, the physics really had been researched by physicists such as Copernicus, 

Galileo, Newton, Bolxman, Ampere, Ohm, Faraday, etc. By himself, Maxwell, the author 

of “theory of electromagnetic field” with four famous equations, was a mathematician, 

not a physicist. However, his success was so impressive that people gradually forgot his 
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origin and put him into the list of leading physicists. After Planck had completely solved 

“the UV crisis” (1990) by the mathematic tools that expanded the idea of “energy 

quantum” as well as Einstein’s general theory of relativity that scientists idolizing 

mathematics so much assumed it as physics(?)! The twentieth century was really the 

crucial “landmark”: mathematization of physics so deeply that it gave up the physical 

nature of material world, to accept a metaphysical world (the product of abstract thinking) 

masked by mathematics instead of the existing material world. The warning of great 

Newton: “Physics! Be careful with metaphysics” was not only ignored by posterity, but 

also accused infantile. And more a century has gone! Steps by steps, the mathematicians 

have replaced physicists slowly and silently. The objects of “so-called physics” now are 

just vector, tensor, operator, matrix... , dressed up by so physical names as: interaction, 

electron, positron, spin, leptons, quarks… to deal with imperative problems of era, which 

are also very “physical”: a interactions between proton and materials., structure of atomic 

nucleus, a formation of stars and universe… 

When being at school, students interested in physics have dreamed of being physicists to 

discover a mystery of nature, but to become “real physicists”, they must have sufficient 

instinct of a mathematician first (!?), if not , there is no way to graduate university with 

kinds of “advanced mathematics”, which cannot be for the “amateurs”. Therefore, only 

students with mathematic instinct may have chances to graduate physics faculty of 

universities and of course never for mathematics-physics or mathematics-mechanics 

faculties. And, to reach higher degrees like MA, PhD, professor, academician of 

“physics”, only real mathematicians have a chance because only they with their sublime 

mathematical mind can create mathematical model for the most “crazy” ideas that human 

have ever thought of. One century has passed, generations by generations, finally, 

mathematicians have totally replaced physicists on all the “ways” and important 

“positions” of the “so-called physics”; unfortunately, they absolutely have no physical 

thought, although they are truly the talent, respectable mathematicians! 

Why is the "so-called physics" but the physics? 

Let’s look at a crude example: to a mathematician, if there are two "action force" vectors 

with the same magnitude and at the same initial point, but in the opposite direction, 

regardless of the magnitude of the vectors, 1 Newton or 1000 Newtons of the general 

vector is always zero. However, a real physicist will not be satisfied with this way of 
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thinking, because their objects are the very “real” physical entities of the surrounding 

natural world, rather than the concepts of mathematical abstract thought. In their opinion, 

the concept of “point’’ is understood as “physical point”, i.e. a real object without caring 

to its rotation. With physicists, with the role of a “physical point”, it’s acceptable that 

each pull force on each side is 1N, but the 10000N forces are too strong to tear object into 

two parts? Never been that stupid! Another example is about more than 3-dimensional 

space. To mathematicians, the concept of “space’’ is not a property of objective material 

objects but the “home” of the subjective “conventions”. The concept of “dimensions” of 

space is not related to those of real space in normal understanding: height, length, and 

width. It is only an acceptable set of properties, no matter if there are 4 or 40 

“dimensions”. Because it would be better to use matrix or tensor rather than imagine 

about it. The so-called “Physics” now just exists in title, in reality it was not “physical” 

anymore. That proves the world “are drunk” but only me! 

Is this the reason why the “academic physicists” cannot absorb “A new way for physics’? 

Writing these lines, the author really doesn’t intend to criticize anyone, but just wants to 

raise an actually existing phenomenon, tries to put objects into their correct positions. 

And it’s a so sad outcome, when people who truly love physics and have passion to 

explore the natural world don’t try to assert themselves and to overcome "inferior" feeling 

that they are not better in solving problems or in ability to set up all kinds of weird model 

than the mathematicians – "pseudo-physicist". 

The young people loving physics, please be brave on this “A new way”. It will lead you 

to your real “playground”. Mathematics is wonderful, is the “Queen of science”! 

However, not for that, you depose the respectable “King” – your physics. Solution of a 

mathematical equation is really interesting, but it does not mean it is always useful. 

Positron was inferred from a solution of the Dirac equation before people really found it. 

– Is that wonderful? – Too interesting! But Magnetic monopole is another solution of that 

equation, but until now, people are trying to find, in vain, because physically it cannot 

exist – Is that bad? – Too bad! The 4D space-time of theory of relativity is impressive, but 

it cannot simulate the physical space or the real space, in which we live – physical entities 

only have 3 dimensions; if the 4
th

 dimension exist, the law of universal gravitation and 

Coulomb's law will have a different form: inversely proportional to the cube of distance, 

and thus the universe as well as ourselves will not exist as normal that it is. With the 
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physical world in its own mean, the virtual particles cannot cause any real effects, but in 

mathematical, just only a square "operation" can turn virtual into real numbers, or by a 

square-root operation a real number can be turn into a virtual number. It is two completely 

different worlds, do not try to blend them into one! "Haughty" mathematics please returns 

to the hierarchy of the "Queen": serve as calculating and simulating tools for  physics 

(without it, physics cannot develop!). But do not attempt to replace it ("usurpation" is 

guilty of "treason"!). 

Light can be deflected when passing nearly the sun, it’s still in 3 dimensional physical 

existing space, not the four-dimensional Riemann space-time whether in pure 

mathematics "geodesic" can also be bent by "gravity". Riemann space is computational 

tools rather than tools simulating the physical space or matter space. This makes us think 

of the complex voltage or the complex current in theory of electricity circuit – they are 

great tools to calculate, but cannot be a model for the real voltage or current, as they only 

exist in mathematical abstract thought. Similarly, Hawkins’s imaginary time axis is purely 

mathematical, has nothing to actual space, in which we live. Do not know when to stop, 

the mathematicians rely on their "subliminal" imagination to push physics at a dead end, 

or in other words, they have removed physics from the list of sciences studying the 

natural world! Quantum mechanics really makes objective reality disappeared, lead the 

world to "gamble" that is chance with "dice" of God (!), blames humans thought to be too 

poor to be able to capture the behavior that "only God knows": spin torque of particles 

exists, but it cannot be interpreted as spinnable particles (!?); photon can "predict" when 

there is a slot, when there are two slots, even when someone is watching to "make a 

decision" whether a wave or a particle; electron radiates a photon and then, it can 

"absorb" that photon; positron can even run "back time"... And the “mischievous” reality 

is that people only concentrate on exploring the weakest point of human beings – that’s 

curiosity: having a passion for something which can’t “see with their eyes” such as the 

sizes of the atom (<10
-10 

m) or the galaxy size (bigger than hundreds of thousands, 

millions, billions of light years), and in case of testing of right and wrong, it can’t; 

because even something “seen with their own eyes and touched with their own hands”, 

but still calmly “ignored”: 

- Centripetal force that affects car moving on the stretch of curving road is 

considered to be caused by friction, while affirmed that there is no centrifugal force. So 
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let’s try asking: the friction force appearing here to be against which force? If there is no 

this force, where is the friction originated? 

- Kinetic energy of a moving object is its ability of creating a work, so whether it 

can create a work in any other direction not coincided with the motion direction or not? 

Can potential energy of an object in the earth’s gravity field create work in the direction 

different from one towards the center of the earth? If not, why insisting that they are 

scalars? 

- 2500 years ago, Aristotle asserted intuitively: heavier body will fall faster. 

However, 2000 years later, Galileo proved the opposite opinion to “all humanity” by the 

so-called “experiment’’: all things are the same fall with the same acceleration g! And up 

till now, people have still counted on the so called “experiment” of Galileo that no one try 

to ask yourself questions such as: whether that assertion is absolutely right or has a certain 

error between fall acceleration of heavy body to light body? And what will happen when 

the falling body was not the goose feather or stone, but an Earth-sized meteorite, then 

what the situation would like? There’s no need to make much calculation to get the 

answer: the fall acceleration of meteorite is 2g that means that Aristotle was right! Only 

when had the mass of falling body been too small compared with that of the Earth, they 

“fall in the same speed” or “fall nearly at the speed” in accurate and scientific words 

(even in vacuum condition). 

- On motion particles in accelerators not only change speed (in linear accelerators), 

but also change the direction (in circular accelerators). Paradoxically, special theory of 

relativity is applied to it so directly while this theory is only exact in uniform rectilinear 

frame of reference! If they really “linearize”, why can’t they point out how much the 

deviation of linearizing is? Is it the negligence or the incalculability? 

- The formula flow  E = mc
2
  is only demonstrated to the free motion particles, but 

it is seen as the austere audit procedure in the condition of atomic nucleus while the 

intensity of the interacting force is unbelievably large: it’s  10
42

 time as much as the 

intensity of the gravitational interaction, and the motion here is not only merely  non-

inertial but also “disappear and appear suddenly”, “when at this place, when at the other 

place”, unnaturally! If it is possible, please prove that formula in real situations, don’t 

only apply it and scold that it’s true: the “getting its fat frying it” method is only suitable 
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for housewives, why they can be applied to prove a science theory, especially, a natural 

science like physics? 

- “The free fall of elevator” in gravity field, or the acceleration of “spaceship” in 

free space, is only local experiments, in such narrow part of space or of time (the path of 

free fall of elevator – is only “one point” in the Earth’s map, or the time of the accelerated 

spaceship – is only “one instant” in universe, too). Why is it raised up into the “principle”, 

and then make “the general theory of relativity” which can be applied in about one billion 

light - year's scope! (Only God knows it’s true or not). 

And many things else. 

Mathematics! Maybe you’re so beautiful and excellent, but it’s time when you ought to be 

come back to your “harem”, and cede the “throne” for “King – Physics”, only by that the 

world is prosperous, peaceful … 

“A new way of Physics” is mainly the best initial step and also the shortest way to 

approach to the truth. This is really “the interesting playground” for all of those having a 

passion for physics. It’s the significant thought that it can save for the humankind about 

tens, hundreds of billion USD for training “pseudo-physics” bachelors, doctors who only 

know to doing mathematics, and for operating laboratories and using the expensive 

instruments (LHC, for example) to find mathematicians’ curious “hallucination”. 

Let’s leave Physics for Physicians to explore, please! 

LET RETURN PHYSICAL NATURE TO PHYSICS! 

                                                                                    Hanoi, September 2
nd

, 2009 

 

(*)
 – Vũ Huy Toàn. http://vuhuytoan.wordpress.com  

(**)
 –

 
Vũ Huy Toàn. Con ñường mới của vật lý học, NXB Khoa học & Công nghệ, Hà nội, 

2007. 

(***) 
– Vũ Huy Toàn.  http:///www.vatlyhoc.com 

 

 


